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A production printing solution that is 
reliable and cost-effective

RICOH InfoPrint Manager is a vendor-agnostic and proven application that unifies disparate and 

legacy systems, multiple locations, and highly varied printing needs across a company’s network. 

This scalable solution has the intelligence to alert you to early problems, the capability to report on 

print output across your network, and the ability to deliver ROI benefits by eliminating print servers 

and simplifying your IT infrastructure.

Offering integration with Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems such as SAP® and Oracle®, 

InfoPrint Manager provides simplified output management and near-time status of your printing 

environment to help ensure higher productivity levels and minimize the need to involve IT support 

staff. Additionally, in environments where sensitive information needs to be protected, its options 

for secured printing capabilities help you stay security-compliant. No matter the geographic spread 

or types of devices used in your environment, InfoPrint Manager is a reliable output management 

solution that provides centralized control of jobs and queues and can drive down your total cost 

of operations.
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Take your business further with these 
latest integrations

SAP®- certified integration with SAP NetWeaver®

RICOH Streamline NX
TM

RICOH InfoPrint Manager integrates with our premier office device and information management 

application, RICOH Streamline NX, to create a scalable all-in-one solution with centralized print 

management for office and enterprise environments. 

Without targeting a specific output device, this integration also allows users to retrieve their jobs by 

authenticating themselves, on-site or remotely. In addition, secured data flows bi-directionally between 

InfoPrint Manager and Streamline NX, allowing jobs to originate and be delivered anywhere across your 

organization's network. 

 ▪ Allows enterprise users to add functionality to their SAP investment.

 ▪ Management of SAP output supports mixed printers, multiple data streams and operating systems.

 ▪ An automated callback function, with full two-way communication, provides notification of job 

completion and streamlines troubleshooting.

 ▪ Reliable mission-critical printing helps ensure successful on-time job completion, load balancing and 

reporting capabilities.

 ▪ Empower your staff to view and manage jobs through one interface, including creating and 

configuring printers in SAP and linking them to InfoPrint Manager.

 ▪ Easy implementation without current workflow interruption optimizes interoperability with SAP 

applications, provides a robust print server helping to reduce overall IT costs.



Scalable output management

Centralized Management and Control

Take advantage of RICOH InfoPrint Manager's ability to scale to your changing needs with 

its open architecture, support of multi-brand printers, and ability to be easily configured

and maintained.

Make more informed decisions with a complete picture of all print activity across your network 

through a single web interface.

▪ Simplify your IT infrastructure by reducing redundancies and consolidating print servers to save

space and reduce expenses.

▪ Increase job completion rates with steady performance in high-speed production and distributed

print environments.

▪ Raise productivity by improving print server response times.

▪ Gain vital server access with a new Web Management Interface using LDAP security.

▪ Relieve IT administrative burdens by remotely supporting distributed print devices and boosting

asset utilization.

▪ Reduce your costs through streamlined workflows and less manual maintenance requirements.

Intelligent Document Routing & Scheduling
Increase operational efficiencies, meet critical deadlines and minimize human error.

▪ Achieve higher overall throughput and maximize productivity by balancing workloads.

▪ Increase output efficiency by automating repeat tasks.

▪ Leverage your current technology investment by seamlessly integrating with this

vendor-agnostic solution.

Increased flexibility with rules-based printing
Creating customizable rules-based printing now provides a new level of flexibility to accelerate 

productivity further. Utilizing dozens of input criteria, InfoPrint Manager can re-route jobs more 

efficiently and implement rules to avoid color for certain jobs or split a job across multiple printers. 

Capabilities have been added to preflight a job, reprocess a job step, set job properties, run 3rd 

party programs, send an email and more.



Robust Tracking, Accounting  and Notifications
Achieve continuous process improvement and reduce costs with accounting functions 

that track and report on multiple job attributes.

 ▪ Realize savings in time and labor when users, administrators and ERP applications stay up 

to date on printer and job status.

 ▪ Track every job to charge back clients to recoup printing expenses and accurately 

measure profitability.

 ▪ Support compliance mandates and be audit-ready with near-time data and historical 

reporting on mission-critical output.

Reliable Automated Data Stream Transformations
Reduce the errors and frustration from mixing new with legacy technologies and easily 

manage multiple file format conversions.

 ▪ Reliably transform several input and output data streams.

 ▪ Re-engineer transactional documents without costly reprogramming for high-speed output.

 ▪ Take advantage of electronic delivery, document viewing and optional archiving.

Flexible Job Submission Methods
Accept jobs from various sources across your organization, regardless of the platform used.

 ▪ Add value with the versatility to submit jobs from hot folders, legacy systems, mobile 

devices and desktop applications.

 ▪ Support multiple submission clients, including Windows, AIX
®
, macOS and Linux.

 ▪ Leverage your ERP software solution through InfoPrint Manager's high-integrity print 

capabilities, including enabling direct delivery from legacy print queues. 

Encrypted Data Protection
With today’s cyber security threats, having tools to help ensure secured communications 

across networks is more critical than ever.

RICOH InfoPrint Manager provides client-to-server and server-to-server data encryption as 

well as file encryption for non-processing jobs utilizing standardized SSL/TLS protocols to 

help safeguard your continental information.
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RICOH InfoPrint Manager Next Steps

Speak with your Ricoh sales representative to request a demonstration to personally       

experience the impact RICOH InfoPrint Manager can make in your organization, or visit       

www.ricohsoftware.com to request a free software trial.


